
LARGE-SCALE COOLING
Multi-Compatible CPU Cooling Titan: ARCTIC Freezer 50

This month, a true cooling giant is increasing ARCTIC's extensive range of high-
performance CPU coolers: the multi-compatible dual tower cooler Freezer 50.

Gloves off for the next round: ARCTIC‘s Freezer 50 TR successfully took on the challenge of
taming the monster CPU, AMD’s Ryzen Threadripper. Now, the Freezer 50 enters the ring
with a broader attack. The distinctive design and the impressive performance remain, while
its wide compatibility with current Intel and AMD CPUs is new.

The imposing dual-tower cooler is one of the most powerful air coolers that ARCTIC has
developed. Equipped with six massive U-shaped, direct-touch heat pipes 104 aluminum
fins and two fans, the Freezer 50 achieves the best heat dissipation and excellent cooling
performance. A combination of a 120 and 140 mm P-Fans in push-pull configuration is
used, producing strong airflow without compromising on volume — even at maximum
speed, the Freezer 50 only reaches 0.4 sone.

In addition to its impressive performance, the Freezer 50 electrifies with its extraordinary—
and individualized—optics: addressable RGB offers fully customizable lighting options.

The most important features at a glance:

Dual-tower design with 6 heatpipes for maximum performance
Compatible with Intel & AMD sockets
Adressable RGB for fully customizable illumination
Two pressure-optimised fans
Wide RPM Range for highest performance and low noise level
Easy mounting solution
MX-4 thermal paste included

Optional: Freezer 50 with A-RGB controller

The Freezer 50 TR comes with an optional
in-house developed A-RGB controller for
users whose motherboards do not have an
A-RGB connector. The controller can be
freely placed in the housing, allowing for
control of the effects and color design via a
convenient remote control.

Technical Data

Note: Since the Freezer 50 is built for maximum performance, including a massive heatsink, it does not have
limitless RAM Clearance. Recommended is a maximum memory module height of 37.5 mm. This stipulation is
mainly due to the tip on the underside of the Freezer 50, which means modules that exceed this height could

still be compatible if they have V-shaped or centrally recessed heatsinks.

About ARCTIC
ARCTIC, a leading manufacturer of low-noise PC coolers and components, initiated and continues to shape the
trend towards quiet cooling systems. In addition to an extensive range of CPU/GPU coolers and fans, ARCTIC

produces high-quality monitor arms and wall brackets as well as practical tech equipment.The company,
headed by founder Magnus Huber, has offices in Germany, Hong Kong and the USA. It has won over PC

enthusiasts in more than 45 countries with innovative and user-friendly products that are high quality and
sold at fair prices. For more than 15 years, ARCTIC has stood for comfortable computing, stellar service and

personal support.
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General 

Heat Pipe Direct Touch Ø 6 mm x 6

Heatsink Aluminium Finnen x 104  
Thickness: 0.4 mm

Thermal Compound MX-4 (0.8 g)

Dimensions 148 mm (L) x 149.5 mm (W) x 166 (H) mm

Weight 1160 g

Compatibility Intel 1200, 115X, 2066, 2011(-3) 
AMD AM4

RGB

Connector D/V/G digital RGB 3-pin connector

Current/Voltage 13 A-RGB LEDs: 0.5 A / 5 V

Fans 

Fans
1 x 120 mm, 200 - 1 800 RPM 
1 x 140 mm, 200 - 1 700 RPM
(Controlled by PWM)

Current/Voltage 120 mm: 0.09 A/12 V
140 mm: 0.13 A/12 V

Bearings Fluid Dynamic Bearing

Noise Level 0.4 Sone @ Max. RPM

Connector 120 mm fan: 4-pin Connector
140 mm fan: 4-pin Connector + 4-pin Socket

Addressable RGB Controller (Optional) 

Outputs 1x D/V/G digital RGB 3-pin connector 
2x A-RGB Fan 8-pin Power Source Sata Power

Software Requirement No Dimensions 100 mm (L) x 70 mm (W) x 12 (H) mm

RGB Modes 15 embedded modes 
12 embedded colours + Motherboard sync Weight 50 g

Accessories
RF Remote 
400 mm Motherboard Sync. Cable 
Mounting Accessories

https://www.arctic.ac/en/detail/d7ea75b3454542afbae0ce59e86ba8ac
https://www.arctic.ac/en/detail/c40766d083e041d2a218f1918805b4af
https://www.arctic.ac/en/detail/c40766d083e041d2a218f1918805b4af
https://www.arctic.ac/en/detail/c40766d083e041d2a218f1918805b4af
https://www.facebook.com/ARCTIC.en/
https://www.instagram.com/ARCTIC.ac/
https://twitter.com/ARCTIChannel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpwGJu05e3Oj-lN8J-wJS-g
https://www.linkedin.com/company/arctic-gmbh/

